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A B S T R A C T   

Psychologists and philosophers who pose moral dilemmas to understand moral judgment typically specify out-
comes as certain to occur in them. This contrasts with real-life moral decision-making, which is almost always 
infused with probabilities (e.g., the probability of a given outcome if an action is or is not taken). Seven studies 
examine sensitivity to the size and location of shifts in probabilities of outcomes that would result from action in 
moral dilemmas. We find that moral judgments differ between actions that result in an equal increase in 
probability of harm (equal size), but have different end-states (e.g., an increase in harm probability from 25% to 
50% or from 50% to 75%). This deviation from expected value is robust under separate evaluation, and increases 
when the comparison between shifts is made explicit under simultaneous evaluation. Consistent with the cen-
trality of perceived harm in some models of moral judgment, perceived harm partially mediates sensitivity to 
location of harm probability shift. Unlike for shifts in harm probabilities, participants are insensitive to the 
location of shifts in probability of beneficial outcomes. They are also insensitive to the location of shifts in 
probability of analogous monetary losses and gains, suggesting an asymmetry between harm and benefit in moral 
reasoning, as well as an asymmetry between moral and monetary decision-making more broadly. Implications for 
normative philosophical theory and moral psychological theory, as well as practical applications, are discussed.   

1. Introduction 

Despite being long neglected by philosophers and psychologists 
alike, the role of probability in moral decision-making is garnering 
increasing attention (Fleischhut, Meder, & Gigerenzer, 2017; Ryazanov, 
Knutzen, Rickless, Christenfeld, & Nelkin, 2018; Shenhav & Greene, 
2010; Shou & Song, 2017). Such research bridges the gap between the 
hypothetical scenarios that stipulate certain outcomes, through which 
moral dilemmas are traditionally studied, and the real-life scenarios that 
are infused with outcome uncertainty. For instance, instead of asking 
“should Tom certainly kill one person to certainly save five people?”, the 
studies mentioned above ask questions such as “should Tom certainly 
kill one person for a 50% chance of saving ten people?” or “should Tom 
risk a 50% chance of killing two people to certainly save five people?”. 
Prior studies on uncertain moral dilemmas have identified systematic 
sensitivity to outcome probabilities in moral judgments, both when it 
comes to probabilistic saving and probabilistic harming. 

1.1. The size and location of probability shifts in moral dilemmas 

We distinguish between the size of a probability shift and the location 
of a probability shift. The size of a probability shift concerns how much 
the probability of a certain outcome increases or decreases when one 
performs an action. But a probabilistic shift with the same size—e.g., a 
25% increase—can occur in different locations, despite resulting in an 
identical change in expected value. For example, consider a plan that 
increases the probability of killing four people by 25% in order to save 
two others. The 25% increase in the probability of four people dying 
results in an expected loss of one life (0.25 × 4), whereas certainly 
saving two people is an expected gain of two lives, leading to a favorable 
ratio of expected lives saved to expected lives lost (expected value ratio 
of 2). Note that the 25% increase in probability could occur anywhere in 
the 0–100% probability interval and not affect expected value. For 
example, increasing the probability of four people dying from 0% to 
25% has the same expected loss of life as does increasing the probability 
of four people dying from 75% to 100%. 
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Thus far, studies on moral dilemmas with uncertainty have all 
focused on the size of probability shifts, and, more specifically, on how 
the size of probability shifts contributes to the differences in expected 
value calculation where such shifts are presumed to be increases from 
0% or decreases from 100% probability of an outcome. However, the 
location of probability shifts could also matter for moral judgments. In 
the examples above, it might matter that increasing the probability of a 
group of four people dying from 0% to 25% means putting at risk a 
group that is otherwise facing no risk. Or it might matter that the in-
crease from 75% to 100% means that everyone in the group will 
certainly die. If it turns out that the location of probability shifts has a 
robust effect on moral judgment in addition to the effect from the size of 
probability shifts, then it becomes puzzling how to characterize the 
nature of folk moral psychology. The finding would contradict the view 
that people’s moral judgments are consequentialist, since being a con-
sequentialist in the traditional sense is to recognize as morally relevant 
only the difference in expected value of an action, which is independent 
of the location of the probability shift. Though sensitivity to the location 
of probability shifts could be consistent with claiming that people’s 
judgments are deontological, traditional deontological theories don’t 
have the ready resources to explain the variations either (existing phil-
osophical debates focus on whether contractualist theories, such as 
Scanlon, 1998, have the resources to justify commonsense moral views 
about risk-imposition: see Ashford, 2003, Fried, 2012, James, 2012, 
Kumar, 2015, Frick, 2015, and, for a contractualist autonomy-based 
defense of a right against risking, Oberdiek, 2017). Moreover, it is un-
clear why deontological constraints—e.g., that we should not violate 
people’s rights or use people as mere means—are sensitive to where the 
probabilistic shifts occur. Moral dilemmas with different locations of 
probability shifts are thus worth systematic empirical investigation 
because of their direct relevance to moral theory and decision-making. 
In addition, the ways in which people respond to such dilemmas likely 
have further implications in the areas of actual moral behavior, relations 
between moral behaviors of different types (such as moral consistency 
and licensing), and the relation between moral principles and moral 
behaviors, among others (see Bartels, Bauman, Cushman, Pizarro, & 
McGraw, 2015). While we leave these future implications for future 
study, we briefly return to these kinds of implications in the general 
discussion. 

1.2. Relevant research and predictions 

Outside of the moral domain, there is evidence suggesting the rele-
vance of the location of probability shifts in decision making. Indeed, 
Prospect Theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), the most influential 
theory of decision making under risk, suggests that changes in proba-
bility have a nonlinear influence on choices. In particular, people are 
sensitive to changes near 0% and 100% and relatively insensitive to 
changes near 50% (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). For example, Gonzalez 
and Wu (1999) asked participants to select which of the following felt 
like a more significant change: increasing the odds of a lottery ticket that 
has a 65% probability of winning to 70%, or increasing the odds from 
90% to 95%. Most participants chose the latter option. When offered a 
similar choice between increasing the odds of a ticket that has a 5% 
probability of winning to 10%, or from 30% to 35%, participants were 
more likely to choose the former option. Similar results have been found 
when participants make actual choices between monetary gambles (e.g., 
Abdellaoui, 2000). It remains an open question whether participants 
would be similarly sensitive to probability shifts in moral dilemmas 
rather than monetary gambles, and we address this question in the 
current project. We predict that there will be some kind of sensitivity to 
the location of probability shifts in moral dilemmas, given the sensitivity 
to location for monetary gambles. 

There may, however, be a difference between the moral and mone-
tary domains in terms of sensitivity to change in probabilities for posi-
tive vs. negative outcomes. In the monetary domain, the sensitivity (or 

discriminability) is the same (or very similar) for gambles involving 
winning money as it is for gambles involving losing money (Abdellaoui, 
2000; Fehr-Duda, De Gennaro, & Schubert, 2006; Pachur & Kellen, 
2013; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). That is, changes in probability near 
0% and 100% have a larger effect on choices relative to changes near 
50%, regardless of whether gains or losses are involved.1 But in moral 
dilemmas, which contain both negative outcomes (harm) and positive 
outcomes (benefit), there could be a harm/benefit asymmetry in sensi-
tivity to the location of probability shifts, just as there is a harm/benefit 
asymmetry in moral permissibility judgments (see, e.g., Foot, 1978; 
Thomson, 1990, chapter 5). For example, according to influential non- 
consequentialist principles, it is harder, all things equal, to justify 
killing someone than it is to justify not saving someone, and one 
explanation is that everyone has a right against everyone else not to be 
killed but not a right against everyone else to be saved. This asymmetry 
might be expected to transpose to cases of probabilistic harming and 
probabilistic saving. In the absence of other morally relevant factors, it 
may be that there is a right to not have one’s probability of dying 
increased whereas there is no right to have one’s probability of survival 
increased. More generally, it is possible that there is a right to not be 
probabilistically harmed (just as there is a right to not be harmed), 
whereas there is no right to be probabilistically benefited (just as there is 
no right to be benefited). 

Empirical evidence adds further support to the philosophical thesis 
of a harm/benefit asymmetry, which could possibly extend to an 
asymmetry in sensitivity to harm and benefit probability location shifts. 
Guglielmo and Malle (2019) find that blame is more differentiated than 
praise. In particular, they find that mental states preceding negative 
actions are more finely-distinguished than mental states preceding 
positive actions (also see Monroe & Malle, 2019). Likewise, negative 
events have a larger range of linguistic representation than positive 
events (Peeters, 1971; Rozin & Royzman, 2001). In addition, some 
empirically-based theories of moral judgment give a much more central 
role to harm than they do to benefit (e.g., Schein & Gray, 2018). If such 
discernment extends to sensitivity to various ways of expressing the 
same change in expected value, but with variation in the location of the 
probability shift, it suggests that participants may discern more among 
different locations in probabilistic harm (e.g., whether probability of 
harm is raised from 0% to 25%, or from 75% to 100%) than among 
different locations in probabilistic benefit (e.g., whether the probablity 
of benefit is increased from 0% to 25%, or from 75% to 100%). 

We examine whether moral judgments are more sensitive to the 
location of probability shifts in the case of harm than in the case of 
benefit, as would be possible if the blame/praise differentiation asym-
metry extended to location sensitivity for where shifts in probabilistic 
harm and benefit occur, and would also be consistent with the asym-
metrical treatment of harm and benefit in some major moral theories. 
We hypothesize that sensitivity to different locations of probability shifts 
in harm could be attributable to differences in perceived harm. If a shift 
of harm probability feels like a more significant change, it could be that 
the action feels more harmful. Though there are presumably deeper 
explanations for the differences in harm perception, we take it that 
perceived harm is a good starting point and already goes some way to-
wards giving a more complete story of folk moral psychology in un-
certain moral dilemmas. 

Although there is a widely espoused moral view about the equal 
dignity or equal basic moral worth of all persons, according to which 
there can be no diminishing marginal value of human life (Dworkin, 
2002), research on psychological numbing suggests that people are more 

1 The probability weighting function for gains vs. losses has been found to 
differ in terms of elevation, which corresponds to the impact a given probability 
has on choices, but not in terms of curvature, which corresponds to discrimi-
nability and is our focus in this article (Abdellaoui, 2000; Fehr-Duda et al., 
2006; Pachur & Kellen, 2013). 
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attuned to the suffering of one than the suffering of many (e.g., Dickert, 
Västfjäll, Kleber, & Slovic, 2015; Kogut & Ritov, 2005; Slovic, 2007, 
2010; Västfjäll, Slovic, Mayorga, & Peters, 2014). Such research could 
be extended to make the prediction that participants will be insensitive 
to the location of probability shifts involving groups of individuals, as 
they are, more generally, decreasingly sensitive to helping as the num-
ber of victims increases. However, findings on sensitivity to probability 
in moral decisions involving groups provide evidence against this hy-
pothesis (e.g., Shenhav & Greene, 2010). In addition to exploring 
sensitivity to location of probability shift, we examine whether psychic 
numbing could explain any observed sensitivity. 

Finally, moral judgments can be studied under separate evaluation, 
by posing different scenarios to different participants, or under simul-
taneous evaluation, by asking participants whether they find a particular 
difference to be morally relevant. Both approaches are useful. Partici-
pants provide more consistent moral judgments under simultaneous 
rather than separate evaluation when presented with two versions of 
trolley problems—where a person can be dropped onto a trolley track to 
save others ahead or where a trolley can be diverted onto a track with 
one person on it to save others ahead (Barak-Corren, Tsay, Cushman, & 
Bazerman, 2018). One reasonable explanation for this difference is that 
participants are motivated to reflect on whether their divergent re-
actions to the two scenarios are normatively defensible under simulta-
neous evaluation. Thus, we explore the effect of the location of 
probability shifts in moral judgments under both separate and simulta-
neous evaluation, under the assumption that separate evaluations will 
reveal people’s unreflective preferences, while simultaneous evalua-
tions will reveal people’s considered preferences once the differences in 
individual cases are made particularly salient. 

1.3. Studies 

We report seven studies that examine the role of probability shifts in 
moral judgment. Study 1 finds that participants are sensitive to the 
location of probability shifts for harm, but not for benefit, when the size 
of probability shifts is held fixed. Study 2 examines whether the effect of 
location shifts in harm probability reflects sensitivity to end-state 
probability and insensitivity to the size of the shift. Studies 3a and 3b 
explore whether participants endorse the patterns observed under 
separate evaluation upon reflection, under simultaneous evaluation. 
Through mediation analyses, Study 4a examines the relationship be-
tween location of shift in probability of harming bystanders and 
perceived harmfulness, while Study 4b examines the relationship be-
tween location of shift in probability of saving a group and perceived 
benefit. Study 5 examines whether sensitivity to location of probability 
shift differs between analagous moral and monetary decisions. 

2. Study 1 

We begin by exploring whether participants are sensitive to the 
location of probability shifts for both harmful and beneficial outcomes in 
moral dilemmas, when the size of probability shifts is held fixed. 

2.1. Study 1 material and methods 

One thousand nineteen participants were recruited via Amazon’s 
Mechanical Turk (862 passed an attention check; because results did not 
significantly differ between the full sample and those passing the 
attention check, all participants were retained for analysis; 61.8% fe-
male; mean age = 34.4, SD = 10.7). Participants were randomly 
assigned to read one of eight scenarios. Four of the scenarios concerned 
moral dilemmas in which two people could certainly be saved by 
increasing the risk of harming four bystanders by 25%. The four sce-
narios all had different starting and ending points for the probability 
shift, but the same expected value: 0% to 25%, 25% to 50%, 50% to 
75%, and 75% to 100%, see Table 1. As an example, one of the scenarios 

was as follows: 

Harry sees a group of two people who will certainly die without 
intervention. He knows the following facts. There is a group of four 
bystanders that is facing a 0% risk of death. Harry can carry out a 
plan that will certainly save the group of two people. However, in 
carrying out the plan, Harry will increase the risk of death for the 
group of four bystanders from 0% to 25%. 

Participants responded to a single question regarding their confi-
dence that the action should be carried out, adapted to each scenario, 
along an eleven-point scale. For example, participants were asked, 
Should Harry carry out a plan that he knows with certainty will both save the 
group of two people and at the same time raise the risk of death for the group 
of four bystanders from 0% to 25%? (− 5: very confident Harry should not 
carry out the plan, to 5: very confident Harry should carry out the plan). We 
asked about raising the risk of death, rather than imposing a probability 
of death, in order to describe the probability shifts in language more 
natural to participants. 

The other four scenarios concerned moral dilemmas in which the 
probability of a group of eight people dying can be decreased by 25% as 
a result of certainly killing one bystander. Again, four scenarios all had 
different starting and ending points for the probability shift, but the 
same expected value: 25% to 0%, 50% to 25%, 75% to 50%, and 100% 
to 75%. For example, one of the scenarios was as follows: 

Harry sees a group of eight people whose lives are in danger. He 
knows the following facts. There is a 25% chance of the group of 
eight people dying. Harry can carry out a plan that will reduce the 
risk of the group of eight dying from 25% to 0%. However, in car-
rying out the plan, Harry will certainly kill one bystander. 

Participants responded to a single question regarding their confi-
dence that the action should be carried out, adapted to each scenario, 
along an eleven-point scale. For example, participants were asked, 
Should Harry carry out a plan that he knows with certainty will both reduce 
the risk of the group of eight dying from 25% to 0% and at the same time kill 
one bystander? (− 5: very confident Harry should not carry out the plan, to 5: 
very confident Harry should carry out the plan). We asked about reducing 
the risk of death, rather than decreasing the probability of death, in 
order to describe the probability shifts in language more natural to 
participants. 

2.2. Study 1 results 

We first verified that participants were generally endorsing an action 
that had a positive expected value ratio (good done to harm done) of 2. 
Across all eight versions of the action, testing against the midpoint (0) 
revealed that participants in general endorsed the action, t(1018) =
7.01, p < .001, d = 0.22 (mean = 0.67, SD = 3.04). There was no sig-
nificant difference between ratings assigned to scenarios where harm 

Table 1 
Study 1 scenarios.  

Probability 
shift 

Harm Scenarios Save Scenarios EV ratio 
of action 

0% to 25% Increase probability of 4 
people dying from 0% to 
25% to save 2 people 

Kill 1 person to decrease 
probability of 8 people 
dying from 25% to 0% 

2 

25% to 50% Increase probability of 4 
people dying from 25% to 
50% to save 2 people 

Kill 1 person to decrease 
probability of 8 people 
dying from 50% to 25% 

2 

50% to 75% Increase probability of 4 
people dying from 50% to 
75% to save 2 people 

Kill 1 person to decrease 
probability of 8 people 
dying from 75% to 50% 

2 

75% to 
100% 

Increase probability of 4 
people dying from 75% to 
100% to save 2 people 

Kill 1 person to decrease 
probability of 8 people 
dying from 100% to 75% 

2  
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was probabilistic and scenarios where saving was probabilistic, t(1017) 
= 1.11, p = .27, d = 0.07 (mean harm = 0.77, SD = 2.97; mean save =
0.56, SD = 3.11). 

Entering where the shift in harming/saving occurred as a linear 
factor (25–0, 50–25, 75–50, 100–75, recoded as 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively) 
and entering the type of probability shift (harm or save), as well as their 
interaction, as factors into an ANOVA revealed an interaction between 
type of shift and sensitivity to probability shift, F(1, 1015) = 27.1, p <
.001, r = 0.18, showing that participants were differentially sensitive to 
location of probability shifts for probabilistic harming and probabilistic 
saving (mean harm 0%–25% = 1.55, SD = 2.54; mean harm 25%–50% 
= 1.19, SD = 2.80; mean harm 50%–75% = 0.89, SD = 2.81; mean harm 
75%–100% = − 0.55, SD = 3.29; mean save 25%–0% = 0.35, SD = 3.20; 
mean save 50%–25% = 0.33, SD = 2.91; mean save 75%–50% = 0.76, 
SD = 3.13; mean save 100%–75% = 0.81, SD = 3.20), see Fig. 1. Reverse 
coding shift location for save shifts (so that 1 = 100–75, 2 = 75–50, etc.) 
also yielded a significant interaction, F(1, 1015) = 8.16, p = .004, r =
0.09, indicating that the interaction was not an artifact of the coding 
scheme used to compare harm shifts and saving shifts. 

We then separately examined sensitivity to probability shifts on the 
harm side—is a plan that raises the probability of four bystanders dying 
from, for example, 0% to 25% in order to save two people preferred to a 
plan that raises the probability of four bystanders dying from 50% to 
75% to save the same number of people? Entering where the shift in 
harm occurs as a linear factor revealed that participant judgments of 
whether the action should be carried out were influenced by where the 
25% shift in probability of harm occurs, F(1, 510) = 33.4, p < .001, r =
0.25. In order to examine whether this linear effect was driven solely by 
an aversion to causing certain death—the 75%–100% shift, the linear 
model was rerun excluding the 75%–100% shift and still yielded a sig-
nificant linear relationship between decreased confidence in action and 
the location of the probability shift, F(1, 510) = 33.4, p < .001, r = 0.25. 
Thus, as the 25% increase in probability of harm occurred closer to 
100%, participant confidence in carrying out the action decreased. 

We next examined sensitivity to probability shifts on the saving 
side—for example, is a plan that will certainly kill one bystander in 
order to reduce the probability of a group of 8 dying from 25% to 0% 
viewed more favorably than a plan that will certainly kill one bystander 

in order to reduce the probability of a different group of 8 dying from 
75% to 50%? Entering where the shift in saving occurs as a linear factor 
revealed no significant effect of where the 25% shift in probability of 
saving occurred on participants’ judgments, F(1, 506) = 2.14, p = .14, r 
= 0.065. To verify that the observed lack of effect on the saving side was 
not the result of framing the saving probability as a decrease in the 
probability of dying, rather than an increase in the probability of sur-
vival, a separate study compared the two versions for several probability 
shifts and found no significant sensitivity to probability shift for either 
frame (see Supplementary Study 1.1). To verify that insensitivity to 
saving probability shifts was not the result of psychic numbing, or the 
greater sensitivity to the suffering of the one bystander than the larger 
group (e.g., Slovic, 2010), several conditions of Study 1 were rerun with 
the number of individuals involved doubled, such that there was no 
longer an individual victim—two bystanders could be killed in order to 
reduce the probability of a different group of sixteen dying by 25% (see 
Supplementary Study 1.2). We continued to observe an insensitivity to 
where the shift occurred when accounting for any potential effect of 
there being an individual victim. 

2.3. Study 1 discussion 

Study 1 found that that the location of probability shifts affects moral 
reasoning independently of the ways in which the numerical value of the 
shift contributes to expected value calculation for probabilistic harm. 
Harry’s plan in each of the eight scenarios concerns exactly the same 
expected value—the equivalent of 2 lives saved and 1 life lost. Though 
participants on the whole endorsed action, and we did not observe 
overall differences in endorsing actions that involved probabilistic harm 
and actions that involved probabilistic benefit, participants were sen-
sitive to location of the shift in harm probability, but not to the location 
of the shift in benefit probability. 

Thus, there appears to be a harm/benefit asymmetry in sensitivity to 
the location of probability shifts, when the size of the shift is held fixed. 
Participants are keenly sensitive to where the shift in probability of harm 
occurs. However, participants are largely insensitive to where the shift 
in probability of saving occurs. The finding of differential sensitivity 
between harm and benefit location shifts is consistent with the more 
general phenomenon that judgments of negative actions are more fine- 
grained than moral judgments of beneficial actions (Guglielmo & Malle, 
2019; Monroe & Malle, 2019). 

The effect of location of harm probability shift appears to increase 
monotonically, rather than showing increased sensitivity when the shifts 
occur close to 0% and 100% and decreased sensitivity around 50%, as 
found by others for monetary decisions (Abdellaoui, 2000; Fehr-Duda, 
de Genarro, & Schubert, 2006; Gonzalez & Wu, 1999; Pachur & Kellen, 
2013; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). Furthermore, the sensitivity to harm 
probability shift location does not appear to simply reflect a specific 
aversion to certain harm, given that excluding the 75%–100% shift from 
the linear model still yielded a significant linear relationship between 
decreased confidence in action and the location of the probability shift. 

It is not obvious what the sensitivity to the location of probability 
shifts shows about the nature of folk moral psychology. A common view 
of moral judgment depicts it as either consequentialist or deontological. 
Consequentialist judgments reflect an exclusive concern for the expected 
values in outcomes, whereas deontological judgments reflect a further 
concern regarding certain deontological constraints, e.g., constraints 
against right violation or using people merely as means. But neither 
consequentialism nor deontology can easily characterize the sensitivity 
observed in the current study. On one hand, the relevant moral judg-
ments cannot be said to be consequentialist, since to be a consequen-
tialist in the traditional sense is to recognize as morally salient only 
differences in expected values irrespective of where the probability 
shifts occur. Thus, the studies clearly reveal that something other than 
expected value is operating for probabilistic harms. On the other hand, it 
is not obvious what tools deontologists have to accommodate the 

Fig. 1. Sensitivity to probability shift location for an action that increases the 
probability of four bystanders dying by 25%, in order to save two people 
(harm), and to probability shift location for an action that decreases the 
probability of eight individuals dying by 25% by killing one bystander (save). 
Error bars represent one standard error. 
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relevance of probability shifts, since it is not clear how the legitimacy of 
any deontological constraints, e.g., those regarding right violation or 
treating people as ends, depends on where a probability shift occurs. 
Thus, the sensitivity observed in the current study constitutes a puzzling 
phenomenon that cannot be easily accommodated in the traditional 
consequentialism/deontology framework, though we make some sug-
gestions about how to address this puzzle in the general discussion. This 
pattern of results may, however, be accounted for psychologically: it 
could be that shifts in probability of harm that occur closer to certainty 
feel more harm-like, and that this feeling drives moral judgment. We test 
this possibility in Study 4, after first examining whether participants 
attend to both start-state and end-state probabilities, and comparing 
judgments made under separate and simultaneous evaluation. 

3. Study 2 

In Study 1, we held fixed the size of probability shifts and explored 
the role of the location of probability shifts. A further question concerns 
what will happen if the size of probability shifts is not held fixed. Will the 
end-state of probability shifts affect moral psychology in a way that 
overrides the differences in size and differing starting point? For 
example, we found that participants were less willing to endorse an 
action that increased the probability of harm from 75% to 100% than 
one that increased probability of harm from 50% to 75%. If end-state is 
all that matters, an increase from 50% to 100% will have the same effect 
as an increase from 75% to 100%, even though the expected loss of life 
in the former case is twice that in the latter. Studies 2 and 3 aim to 
explore this general question from different perspectives. 

Study 2 independently varied the size of the probability shift and the 
end-state of the probability shift for probabilistic harm only. It could be 
the case that the end-state probability was driving the effect in Study 1. 
In the event that end-states influence moral judgment, we also wanted to 
verify that our participants paid adequate attention to both the start- 
states and the end-states (i.e., the size) of the probability shifts when 
responding to the moral dilemmas we developed, in order to rule out the 
possibility that our findings in Study 1 were due to participants not 
paying attention to initial-state probabilities. 

3.1. Study 2 material and methods 

Three hundred twenty-nine participants were recruited via Ama-
zon’s Mechanical Turk (59.6% female; mean age = 35.2, SD = 10.7). 
Participants were randomly assigned to read one of four scenarios in 
which two people could certainly be saved by increasing the probability 
of death for four bystanders. In two of the scenarios, the shifts were from 
0% to 50% and from 25% to 50%; in the other two scenarios, the shifts 
were from 50% to 100% and from 75% to 100%, see Table 2. Partici-
pants then reported their confidence that the action should be carried 
out on an eleven-point scale, as in Study 1. Immediately after the 
question, participants were asked to recall the initial probability of harm 
to the four bystanders and the probability of harm to the four bystanders 
should the plan be carried out (What was the initial risk of death for the 
group of four bystanders?; What would the risk of death be for the group of 

four bystanders if Harry carried out his plan?). This was used to verify that 
participants paid adequate attention to the initial, not just final, prob-
ability of harm. 

If participants were pure consequentialists, they would more likely 
endorse actions that involve 25% shifts in probability of harm (EV ratio 
= 2; 2 lives saved / 1 ended), compared to actions that involve 50% 
shifts in probability of harm (EV ratio = 1; 2 lives saved / 2 ended). We 
would expect to see the main effect of shift size, but no effect of end- 
state, since only shift size matters to EV. However, if participants were 
instead sensitive to end-state rather than to size of shift, we would expect 
to see similar ratings of actions with the same end-states (e.g., 100%), 
regardless of shift size (50%–100% vs. 75%–100%). 

3.2. Study 2 results 

A 2 × 2 ANOVA analyzing the full set of participants, with size of 
shift and end-state entered as factors, revealed no significant effect of 
size of shift, F(1, 324) = 1.95, p = .16, r = 0.07 (mean 50% shift =
− 0.18, SD = 3.15; mean 25% shift = 0.26, SD = 3.06), suggesting that 
participants were not sensitive only to expected value, and therefore not 
making consequentialist judgments. A significant main effect of end- 
state revealed that participants were sensitive to whether the end-state 
was a 50% probability of the four bystanders dying, or a 100% proba-
bility of the four dying, F(1, 324) = 59.9, p < .001, r = 0.39 (mean 50% 
end-state = 1.27, SD = 2.73; mean 100% end-state = − 1.18, SD = 2.99), 
inconsistent with consequentialism. There was no significant interaction 
of end-state and size of shift, F(1, 324) = 0.01, p = .93, r < 0.01 (Fig. 2, 

Table 2 
Study 2 scenarios.  

Probability 
shift 

Harm Scenarios EV ratio of 
action 

0% to 50% Increase probability of 4 people dying from 0% to 
50% to save 2 people 

1 

25% to 50% Increase probability of 4 people dying from 25% 
to 50% to save 2 people 

2 

50% to 100% Increase probability of 4 people dying from 50% 
to 100% to save 2 people 

1 

75% to 100% Increase probability of 4 people dying from 75% 
to 100% to save 2 people 

2  
Fig. 2. Sensitivity to size of shift and end-state probability of harm to by-
standers for all participants (a) and participants correctly recalling the initial 
and end-state probability of harm (b). Error bars represent one standard error. 
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top panel). This suggests two possibilities: participants may have 
mistakenly attended to only end-states in the experiment, or participants 
may genuinely care more about end-states than sizes of shift in proba-
bility of harm. 

By employing a stringent attention check that asked participants to 
identify starting and ending probabilities using free recall, we could 
explore whether size of shift mattered for participants who had correctly 
identified both probabilities. Two hundred thirty-five participants 
(71%) correctly identified the starting and ending probabilities. 
Notably, the pattern of results among those participants was similar to 
the full sample (Fig. 2, bottom panel): A 2 × 2 ANOVA, with size of shift 
and end-state entered as factors, again revealed no significant effect of 
size of shift, F(1,233) = 2.70, p = .10, r = 0.11 (mean 50% shift = − 0.63, 
SD = 3.14; mean 25% shift = 0.05, SD = 3.12). Thus, participants who 
attended to both start-state and end-state probabilities, and were 
therefore aware of the shift size, were nonetheless insensitive to shift 
size. Consistent with the larger sample, we continued to see a significant 
main effect of end-state, F(1, 233) = 66.6, p < .001, r = 0.47 (mean 50% 
end-state = 1.19, SD = 2.84; mean 100% end-state = − 1.77, SD = 2.71). 
There was no significant interaction between end-state and size of shift, 
F(1,231) = 0.03, p = .86, r = 0.01. Planned contrasts between shifts that 
resulted in the same end-state, for participants who attended to start- 
state and end-state probabilities, were all non-significant: 25%–50% 
vs. 0%–50%: t(119) = 1.28, p = .20, d = 0.31 (mean 25%–50% = 1.45, 
SD = 2.70; mean 0%–50% = 0.84, SD = 3.00); 50–100 vs. 75–100: t 
(113) = 0.92, p = .36, d = 0.18, (mean 50%–100% = − 2.02, SD = 2.60; 
mean 75%–100% = − 1.54, SD = 2.81). Thus, our findings suggest that 
end-state probabilities, rather than the difference in the sizes of proba-
bility shifts or start-states, matter to participants, and that this is not the 
result of having only attended to end-states. 

3.3. Study 2 discussion 

Participants were more sensitive to the end-state probability than to 
the size of the shift in probability of harm to the bystanders, despite 
being able to recall initial and final probabilities for the scenarios they 
read. This suggests that participants care more about the final level of 
probability of harm to the bystanders than about how much the prob-
ability of harm has increased. 

The fact that end-states matter more than shift size raises the ques-
tion of just how much people are willing to trade off the two. Large 
increases in probability of harm with relatively low end-states (e.g., 0%– 
90%) might be viewed as more acceptable than small increases in 
probability of harm with high end-states (e.g., 90%–100%). And, if so, 
we were also interested in whether participants’ more reflective pref-
erences under simultaneous evaluation would be consistent with their 
preferences under separate evaluation. 

4. Studies 3a and 3b 

Studies 3a and 3b continued exploring how much the location of 
probability shifts matters. To examine the extent to which participants 
would prefer a larger increase in probability of harm with a lower end- 
state probability to a smaller increase in probability of harm with a 
higher end-state probability, we set out to estimate a balance point 
value, X, such that participants would no longer prefer the 0% to X% 
plan over the X% to 100% plan. For a consequentialist, X would be 50 (i. 
e., indifferent between an increase in probability of harm from 0% to 
50% and an increase in probability of harm from 50% to 100%). How-
ever, the apparent linear increase in sensitivity to the probability of 
harm suggests that X will be greater than 50. We examined these pref-
erences under separate and simultaneous evaluation, in order to see 
whether judgments made under separate evaluation would withstand 
reflection under simultaneous evaluation. 

4.1. Study 3a 

4.1.1. Study 3a material and methods 
Three hundred ninety-five participants were recruited via Amazon’s 

Mechanical Turk (327 passed an attention check; because results did not 
significantly differ between the full sample and those passing the 
attention check, all participants were retained for analysis; 55.4% fe-
male, mean age = 33.9, SD = 11.6). Each participant was presented with 
both a separate evaluation task and a simultaneous evaluation task. In 
the separate evaluation task, participants were randomly assigned to 
read one of eight scenarios. Four of the eight scenarios involved an in-
crease from 0% to X% probability of harm (X = 50, 75, 85, 95), whereas 
the other four involved an increase from X% to 100% probability of 
harm (X = 50, 75, 85, 95). For example, the separate evaluation task that 
involved an increase from 0% to 95% harm probability went as follows: 

Harry sees a group of two people who will certainly die without 
intervention. He knows the following facts. There is a group of four 
bystanders that is facing a 0% risk of death. Harry can carry out a 
plan that will certainly save the group of two people. However, in 
carrying out the plan, Harry will increase the risk of death for the 
group of four bystanders from 0% to 95%. 

Participants were asked, for example, Should Harry carry out a plan 
that he knows with certainty will both save the group of two people and at the 
same time raise the risk of death for the group of four bystanders from 0% to 
95%? (− 5: very confident Harry should not carry out the plan, to 5: very 
confident Harry should carry out the plan). After completing the separate 
evaluation, participants then read a simultaneous evaluation scenario in 
which participants had to choose between two plans, labeled as Plan X 
and Plan Y. One of these two plans was the plan participants had read 
under separate evaluation, the second was its matched pair, such that 
participants saw matched 0% to X% and X% to 100% plans (see Table 3 
for scenarios and pairings). For example, participants who had rated 
either the 0% to 95% plan or the 95% to 100% plan under separate 
evaluation chose between a 0% to 95% plan and 95% to 100% plan in 
the simultaneous evaluation task, as follows: 

Harry sees a group of two people who will certainly die without 
intervention. He knows the following facts. There are two groups, A 
and B, with four bystanders in each group. Group A is facing a 0% 

Table 3 
Study 3a scenarios.  

Probability 
shift 

Harm Scenarios Scenario 
Pairing 

EV ratio of 
action 

0% to 50% Increase probability of 4 people 
dying from 0% to 25% to save 2 
people 

A 1 

50% to 100% Increase probability of 4 people 
dying from 50% to 100% to save 2 
people 

A 1 

0% to 75% Increase probability of 4 people 
dying from 0% to 75% to save 2 
people 

B 0.66 

75% to 100% Increase probability of 4 people 
dying from 75% to 100% to save 2 
people 

B 2 

0% to 85% Increase probability of 4 people 
dying from 0% to 85% to save 2 
people 

C 0.59 

85% to 100% Increase probability of 4 people 
dying from 85% to 100% to save 2 
people 

C 3.33 

0% to 95% Increase probability of 4 people 
dying from 0% to 95% to save 2 
people 

D 0.53 

95% to 100% Increase probability of 4 people 
dying from 95% to 100% to save 2 
people 

D 10  
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risk of death, and Group B is facing a 95% risk of death. Harry can 
carry out a plan, Plan X, that will save the group of two people, but 
raise the risk of death for the A group of four bystanders from 0% to 
95%. Alternatively, he can carry out a plan, Plan Y, that will save the 
group of two people, but raise the risk of death for the B group of four 
bystanders from 95% to 100%. He only has time to carry out one of 
his plans. 

Participants were then asked to compare the two plans as follows: 
Assuming that Harry must carry out one of the two plans, which should he 
carry out: Plan X, which he knows with certainty will both save the group of 
two people and at the same time raise the risk of death for the A group of four 
bystanders from 0% to 95%; or Plan Y, which he knows with certainty will 
both save the group of two people and at the same time raise the risk of death 
for the B group of four bystanders from 95% to 100%? (− 5 to 5;very 
confident Harry should carry out Plan X—not at all confident either way-
—very confident Harry should carry out Plan Y). 

4.1.2. Study 3a results 
In this study, we were interested in whether, upon reflection, par-

ticipants would endorse an X%-100% plan over a 0%-X% plan. We could 
thus identify the balance point (X) at which people flip from preferring a 
0%-X% plan to an X%-100% plan under simultaneous evaluation, and 
whether this tracks their preferences under separate evaluation. 

First, we examined preferences under separate evaluation. We 
observed a significant interaction between where the balance point was 
set (X) and whether the shift in harm resulted in a probabilistic or certain 
harm end-state (0%-X% or X%-100%), F(1, 391) = 28.4, p < .001, r2 =

0.0725, see Fig. 3. Consistent with our Study 2 findings, although par-
ticipants endorsed a plan that raises the probability of four bystanders 
dying from 0% to 50% to save a group of two, they rejected a plan that 
raises the probability of the four bystanders dying from 50% to 100% to 
achieve the same result, t(96) = 3.48, p < .001, d = 0.70 (mean 0%–50% 
= 0.92, SD = 2.96; mean 50%–100% = − 1.10, SD = 2.79). However, 
participants preferred a plan that increases the probability of harm from 
95% to 100% over a plan that shifts the probability of harm to the four 
from 0% to 95%, t(98) = 4.55, p < .001, d = 0.91 (mean 0%–95% =
− 1.85, SD = 2.80; mean 95%–100% = 0.75, SD = 2.90). There was, on 
average, no detectable preference between a plan that raises the prob-
ability of harm from 0% to 75% and a plan that raises the probability of 
harm from 75% to 100%, t(101) = 0.04, p = .96, d = 0.01 (mean 0%– 
75% = − 0.58, SD = 2.95; mean 75%–100% = − 0.60, SD = 2.95), nor 

between a plan that raises the probability of harm from 0% to 85% and a 
plan that raises the probability of harm from 85% to 100%, t(92) = 0.69, 
p = .49, d = 0.14 (mean 0%–85% = − 0.69, SD = 3.04; mean 85%–100% 
= − 0.24, SD = 3.25). Thus, under separate evaluation, sensitivity to 
expected value and to end-state were tied when the balance point (X) 
was set at 75. 

Under simultaneous evaluation, we were interested in whether par-
ticipants would endorse the patterns observed under separate evaluation 
(e.g., whether participants endorse the idea that raising the probability 
of harm to four bystanders from 0% to 50% is preferable to raising the 
probability of harm to four bystanders from 50% to 100%). While a 
preference for 0%–50% over 50%–100% could be normatively defen-
sible, in that it would not be unreasonable for avoiding certain harm to 
be a tie-breaking preference between two actions with matched ex-
pected values, a preference for 0%–85% over 85%–100% (or indiffer-
ence between 0%–95% and 95%–100%) is less clearly defensible, in that 
the expected value of the 0%–85% action is such that it does much more 
harm than good (EV ratio = 0.59), whereas the 85%–100% action does 
much more good than harm (EV ratio = 3.33). 

Participants endorsed the pattern of results observed under separate 
evaluation for 0%–50% and 50%–100% plans, by preferring 0%–50% 
plans under simultaneous evaluation, despite their equivalent expected 
value, t(97) = 6.19, p < .001, d = 0.63 (difference from 0; mean =
− 1.89, SD = 3.01), see Fig. 4. Despite not having a detectable preference 
under separate evaluation between a plan that raises the probability of 
four bystanders dying from 0% to 75% to one that raises the probability 
of four bystanders dying from 75% to 100%, participants preferred the 
0%–75% plan under simultaneous evaluation, t(102) = 2.78, p = .007, d 
= 0.27 (mean = − 0.86, SD = 3.15). Likewise, despite not having a 
detectable preference between plans under separate evaluation, partic-
ipants preferred the 0%–85% plan over the 85%–100% plan under 
simultaneous evaluation, t(93) = 3.15, p = .002, d = 0.32 (mean =
− 1.03, SD = 3.18). Perhaps most surprisingly, despite clearly endorsing 
the 95%–100% plan and rejecting the 0%–95% plan under separate 
evaluation, under simultaneous evaluation participants did not exhibit a 
significant preference between the 95%–100% plan, which has an ex-
pected value ratio of 10 (causing much benefit for little harm), and the 
0%–95% plan, which has an expected value of 0.53 (causing much more 
harm than benefit), t(99) = 1.50, p = .13, d = 0.15 (mean = − 0.49, SD =
3.28). Thus, participants were willing to pay a tremendous expected 
value premium to avoid raising the probability of death to the by-
standers to 100%: Sensitivity to expected value and to end-state, under 

Fig. 3. Sensitivity to location and size of shift in probability of harm to by-
standers for plans that increase the probability of death to four bystanders from 
0% to X%, or from X% to 100%, in order to save two people, under separate 
evaluation. Error bars represent one standard error. 

Fig. 4. Preference for plans that increase harm from 0% to X% or X% to 100% 
to four bystanders in order to save two people, under simultaneous evaluation. 
Negative numbers indicate a preference for 0%–X% plans. Error bars represent 
one standard error. 
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simultaneous evaluation, were tied only once the balance point (X) was 
set at 95. 

One unexpected finding was that an order effect emerged, such that 
participants who had seen 0%-X% plans under separate evaluation were 
more likely to endorse them under simultaneous evaluation, F(1, 387) =
8.76, p < .01 (mean 0%-X% = − 1.52, SD = 3.04; mean X%-100% =
− 0.60, SD = 3.27), across all scenarios. Supplementary studies were 
conducted using the X = 50 and X = 95 conditions, where the simul-
taneous evaluation task was presented without preceding separate 
evaluations. The results showed the same pattern, with participants 
being undecided at X = 95, t(112) = 0.84, p = .40, d = 0.08 (mean =
− 0.26, SD = 3.24), and having a strong preference at X = 50, t(106) =
13.9, p < .001, d = 2.34, (mean = − 2.89, SD = 2.15), see Supplementary 
Studies 3a.1 and 3a.2. 

4.1.3. Study 3a discussion 
Under simultaneous evaluation, not only do participants endorse the 

position that it is better to raise the probability of one dying from 0% to 
50% than to raise the probability of another dying from 50% to 100%, 
but they are willing to pay a premium to avoid raising the probability of 
harm to the group already at risk. Specifically, they prefer a plan that 
raises the probability of death for four bystanders from 0% to 85% over a 
plan that raises the probability of death for another group of four by-
standers from 85% to 100%. By contrast, separate evaluation tasks do 
not show a detectable preference for the 0% to 85% plan. Furthermore, 
under simultaneous evaluation participants are, on average, indifferent 
between 0%–95% plans and 95%–100% plans, despite having a strong 
preference for 95%–100% plans under separate evaluation. We interpret 
the simultaneous evaluation tasks as revealing people’s considered 
judgments, and they should therefore be taken seriously for the purpose 
of understanding lay moral theory, as well as for moral theorists’ project 
of engaging in reflective equilibrium in defense of a correct set of moral 
principles that mutually support and explain our reactions to particular 
scenarios. But this is subject to further scrutiny. Both the separate and 
the simultaneous evaluation results add support to our Study 2 finding 
that the end-states of probability shifts matter more than their size. 
Surprisingly, simultaneous evaluations (balance point = 95) deviate 
further from expected value than separate evaluations do (balance point 
= 75) for shifts in probability of harm. We next examined whether 
simultaneous evaluation judgments of actions that vary in location of 
benefit probability shift would be consistent with the separate evalua-
tion insensitivity to location observed in Study 1. 

4.2. Study 3b 

We have competing predictions regarding what will happen under 
simultaneous evaluation of scenarios that vary in the location of saving 
probability shifts. It could be that people continue to be insensitive to 
the location of probability shifts under simultaneous evaluation, if 
people genuinely do not believe that it is better to definitely save than to 
reduce definite risk. Alternatively, it could be that a preference for 
certain saving emerges under simultaneous evaluation, such that, for 
example, when choosing between a plan that decreases the probability 
of death for one group of people from 50% to 0% and a plan that de-
creases the probability of death for another group from 100% to 50%, 
people prefer the plan that results in certain saving. 

4.2.1. Study 3b material and methods 
One hundred seventy-two participants were recruited for this study 

(141 passed an attention check; because results did not significantly 
differ between the full sample and those passing the attention check, all 
participants were retained for analysis, 63.4% female, mean age = 35.3, 
SD = 11.0). Study 3b was structurally similar to Study 3a: Participants 
were asked to perform a separate evaluation task and a simultaneous 
evaluation task. But the actions in the scenarios now involved shifts in 
the probability of a group dying, at the cost of killing a bystander. 

Although we had not observed sensitivity to location of saving proba-
bility shift in Study 1, it is possible that a preference for certain saving 
could emerge under simultaneous evaluation. In order to examine this, 
we adapted the Study 3a scenarios to describe an action that decreases 
the probability of a group of eight dying by certainly killing one 
bystander. We selected new balance point values (X), such that the ac-
tion could reduce the probability of death for the eight from 100% to X% 
or from X% to 0%. Selecting X = 50 as a balance allowed us to examine 
this preference at tied expected values (EV = 4 for both plans). A second 
balance point, X = 25%, allowed us to determine whether any potential 
emergent simultaneous evaluation preference for certain saving, 
observed under tied expected values, could outweigh sensitivity to the 
expected value of the action when expected values are unmatched 
(25%–0% EV = 2; 100%–25% EV = 6). Participants were randomly 
assigned one of four plans: two of the plans involved killing one 
bystander to decrease the probability of eight dying from X% to 0% (X =
50, 25), and two involved killing one bystander in order to decrease the 
probability of eight people dying from 100% to X% (X = 50, 25), see 
Table 4. One scenario, for instance, was as follows: 

Harry sees a group of eight people whose lives are in danger. He 
knows the following facts. There is a 50% chance of the group of 
eight people dying. Harry can carry out a plan that will reduce the 
risk of the group of eight dying from 50% to 0%. However, in car-
rying out the plan, Harry will certainly kill one bystander. 

After evaluating one of the four plans, (e.g., Should Harry carry out a 
plan that he knows with certainty will both reduce the risk of the group of 
eight dying from 50% to 0% and at the same time kill one bystander?; − 5: 
very confident Harry should not carry out the plan, to 5: very confident Harry 
should carry out the plan), participants were exposed to the plan they had 
seen and its matched pair, such that they would see both an X%-0% and 
corresponding 100%-X% plan, labeled as Plan X and Plan Y: 

Harry sees two groups, A and B, with eight people in each group 
whose lives are in danger. He knows the following facts. Group A is 
facing a 50% chance of dying, and Group B is facing a 100% chance 
of dying. Harry can carry out a plan, Plan X, that will reduce the 
chance of Group A dying from 50% to 0% but certainly kill one 
bystander. Alternatively, he can carry out a plan, Plan Y, that will 
reduce the chance of Group B dying from 100% to 50% but certainly 
kill one bystander. He only has time to carry out one of his plans. 

Participants were then asked to compare the two plans as follows: 
Assuming that Harry must carry out one of the two plans, which should he 
carry out: Plan X, which he knows with certainty will both reduce the risk of 
the A group of eight dying from 50% to 0% and at the same time kill one 
bystander; or Plan Y, which he knows with certainty will both reduce the risk 
of the B group of eight dying from 100% to 50% and at the same time kill one 
bystander? (− 5 to 5; very confident Harry should carry out Plan X—not at 
all confident either way—very confident Harry should carry out Plan Y). 

Table 4 
Study 3b scenarios.  

Probability 
shift 

Save Scenarios Scenario 
Pairing 

EV ratio of 
action 

50% to 0% Kill 1 bystander to decrease 
probability of 8 people dying from 
50% to 0% 

A 4 

100% to 50% Kill 1 bystander to decrease 
probability of 8 people dying from 
100% to 50% 

A 4 

25% to 0% Kill 1 bystander to decrease 
probability of 8 people dying from 
25% to 0% 

B 2 

100% to 25% Kill 1 bystander to decrease 
probability of 8 people dying from 
100% to 25% 

B 6  
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4.2.2. Study 3b results 
A 2 (probabilistic vs. certain saving) x 2 (balance point) between- 

subjects ANOVA was conducted on confidence judgments under sepa-
rate evaluation. There was a main effect of probabilistic vs. certain 
saving: Plans that reduced the probability of the eight dying from 100% 
to X% were rated more favorably than plans that reduced the probability 
of the eight dying from X% to 0%, F(1, 170) = 5.74, p = .018, r = 0.15 
(mean 100%–X% = 1.77, SD = 2.46; mean X%–0% = 0.71, SD = 3.19), 
see Fig. 5. There was no main effect of where the balance point was set 
(whether X = 25 or 50), F(1, 170) = 0.30, p = .58, r = 0.04 (mean 25 =
1.08, SD = 2.88; mean 50 = 1.33, SD = 2.95), or interaction between 
where the balance point was set and whether the probability shift 
resulted in probabilistic or certain saving (100%–X% or X%–0%), F 
(1,168) = 0.62, p = .43, r = 0.06. The significant main effect of prob-
abilistic vs. certain saving, however, was driven primarily by the 25%– 
0% vs. 100%–25% comparison, t(82) = 2.26, p = .026, d = 0.50 (mean 
25%–0% = 0.47, SD = 2.53; mean 100%–25% = 1.87, SD = 2.53) rather 
than the 50%–0% vs 100%–50% comparison t(86) = 1.12, p = .27, d =
0.24 (mean 50%–0% = 0.98, SD = 3.39; mean 100%–50% = 1.68; SD =
2.43). These results suggest that, under separate evaluation, participants 
were indifferent between plans with identical expected values but that 
varied in probability shift end-state (50%–0% and 100%–50%). Partic-
ipants, were, however, sensitive to the differences in expected value 
between the 100%–25% (EV = 6) plan and the 25%–0% plans (EV = 2), 
preferring the plan that resulted in probabilistic saving over the plan 
that resulted in certain saving, but at a lower expected value. Consistent 
with Study 1 findings, we observed insensitivity to the location of 
equivalently-valued saving probability shifts. We additionally found 
sensitivity to size of saving probability shift, which did not appear to 
compete with a preference for a certain saving end-state. 

Under simultaneous evaluation, participants did not exhibit a sig-
nificant preference between the plan that reduced the probability of 
eight dying from 50% to 0% and the plan that reduced the probability of 
eight dying from 100% to 50%, t(83) = 0.43, p = .66, d = 0.05 (mean =
− 0.15, SD = 3.17), consistent with the insensitivity to end-state of 
saving probability shift observed under separate evaluation, see Fig. 6. 
Unlike under separate evaluation, however, participants appeared to be 
indifferent between the 25%–0% and 100%–25% plans, despite the 
100%–25% plan having a higher expected value than the 25%–0% plan, 
t(83) = 0.97, p = .33, d = 0.11 (mean = 0.36, SD = 3.36). Thus, under 
simultaneous evaluation, we again saw no detectable preference for 
certain saving end-states, and saw a decreased sensitivity to expected 

value, as compared to judgments made under separate evaluation. 

4.2.3. Study 3b discussion 
Under simultaneous evaluation, participants do not appear to 

endorse the preference we observed under separate evaluation for a 
100%–25% (rather than 25%–0%) shift in probability of the group of 
eight dying. This seperate evaluation preference can be interpreted as a 
sensitivity to size of shift, as participants in Study 1 were insensitive to 
location of saving probability shifts when the size of the shift was held 
constant. The overall findings, however, are consistent with participants 
being relatively insensitive to the location of saving probability shifts, as 
compared to harming probability shifts, as observed in prior studies. 
Again, here we take the results from simultaneous evaluations to be 
participants’ considered preferences and to reflect their lay moral the-
ory. Though the lack of sensitivity to the location of probabilistic benefit 
confirms our hypothesis that there is more sensitivity on the side of harm 
than on the side of benefit, it comes as a surprising finding that, despite 
the size of shift being relevant under separate evaluation, we observe no 
sensitivity under simultaneous evaluation for this. Although the result is 
broadly consistent with existing findings on the harm/benefit asym-
metry, according to which moral reasoning may be more fine-grained in 
sensitivity to shifts in harm than to shifts in benefit, it is still surprising 
that folk moral psychology is so coarse-grained that it doesn’t appear to 
differentiate between, for example, decreasing the probability of people 
dying from 100% to 25% and decreasing the probability of the same 
number of people dying from 25% to 0% under simultaneous evaluation. 

The general harm vs. benefit asymmetry, as observed in Study 1, and 
reconfirmed in Studies 3a and 3b, is consistent with the hypothesis we 
started with: There should be more sensitivity on the harm side, perhaps 
because we have a right or claim to not have our probability of dying 
increased, whereas we do not have a right to have our probability of 
living increased (Oberdiek, 2017). 

5. Studies 4a and 4b 

Throughout the preceding studies, we observed a sensitivity to where 
shifts in probability of harm occur and a general insensitivity to where 
shifts in probability of saving occur. One question that emerges is why 
such a sensitivity occurs. One possibility is that participants perceive 

Fig. 5. Sensitivity to location and size of saving probability shift in plans that 
will reduce the probability of a group of eight dying from X% to 0% or 100% to 
X% but will kill a bystander, under separate evaluation. Error bars represent 
one standard error. 

Fig. 6. Preference for plans that reduce the probability of a group of eight 
dying from X% to 0% or 100% to X% but will kill a bystander, under simul-
taneous evaluation. Negative numbers indicate a preference for X%–0% plans. 
Error bars represent one standard error. 
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different harm probability shift locations as differentially harmful. 
Though participants might focus exclusively on perceived harm, it is 
plausible that perceived benefit might play a mediating role as well in 
cases involving probabilistic saving. In the following studies, we explore 
whether differences in perceived harm and perceived benefit are caus-
ally relevant to divergent moral judgments of actions that vary in 
location of probability shift. 

5.1. Study 4a material and methods 

Study 4a asked participants to evaluate one of two plans, as in Study 
1. The first plan involved increasing the probability of dying to a group 
of four bystanders from 0% to 25% in order to save two people. The 
other plan involved a 75% to 100% increase in the probability of the 
group of four bystanders dying to save the two. After evaluating one of 
the two plans, participants were asked two questions: one regarding 
whether Harry should carry out the plan (e.g., Should Harry carry out a 
plan that he knows with certainty will both save the group of two people and 
at the same time raise the risk of death for the group of four bystanders from 
0% to 25%?; − 5: very confident Harry should not carry out the plan, to 5: 
very confident Harry should carry out the plan), and a second regarding 
how harmful the action would be to the group of bystanders (e.g., How 
harmful is Harry’s plan for the four bystanders?; 0: not at all harmful, to 10: 
extremely harmful). Though past researchers have used a three-item 
measure of perceived harm (how threatening, dangerous, harmful, see 
Schein, Ritter, & Gray, 2016), we chose to assess perceived harm via 
harmfulness—the most directly relevant item from this composite 
measure for our moral dilemmas. Questions were presented in a ran-
domized order. Two hundred twenty-two participants were recruited 
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (163 passed an attention check; 
because results do not significantly differ between full sample and those 
passing attention check, all participants were retained for analysis; 
54.1% female, mean age = 35.1, SD = 11.5). 

5.2. Study 4a results 

To examine whether perceived harm to the bystanders mediates 
moral judgment of actions that vary in location of harm probability shift, 
we first tested the significance of each individual path. The relationship 
between harm probability shift (0%–25% or 75%–100%) and confi-
dence in the morality of action was partially mediated by the perceived 
harmfulness of the action for the group of four bystanders. The regres-
sion of probability shift on confidence in the morality of action was 
statistically significant (β = 0.37, t(220) = 6.34, p < .001), as was the 
regression of probability shift on perceived harmfulness (β = 0.54, t 
(220) = 9.40, p < .001), and the regression of perceived harmfulness on 
confidence in the morality of action (β = 0.37, t(220) = 5.91, p < .001), 
see Fig. 7. The standardized indirect effect was (0.54)(0.37) = 0.27. The 
significance of this indirect effect was tested using bootstrapping pro-
cedures: Unstandardized indirect effects were computed for each of 
10,000 bootstrapped samples, and the 95% confidence interval was 
computed by determining the indirect effects at the 2.5th and 97.5th 
percentiles. The bootstrapped unstandardized indirect effect partially 
mediated the relationship between probability shift and judgments of 
the action (mediated effect = 1.06, p < .001, 95% CI [0.50, 1.66]; direct 
effect = 2.39, p < .001, 95% CI [1.38, 3.43]). 

5.3. Study 4a discussion 

Perceived harm partially mediated the difference between plans that 
increase the probability of bystanders dying from 0% to 25% and plans 
that increase the probability of bystanders dying from 75% to 100%. We 
next explore whether we see a similar effect for saving probability shifts. 

5.4. Study 4b 

5.4.1. Study 4b material and methods 
Study 4b adopted the approach of Study 4a to scenarios in which the 

saving is probabilistic, and in which location of shift in saving proba-
bility varies. Study 4b asked participants to evaluate one of two plans. 
The first plan would result in the death of one bystander in order to 
decrease the probability of a group of eight people dying from either 
25% to 0% or 100% to 75%. After evaluating one of the two plans, 
participants were asked two questions, one regarding whether Harry 
should carry out the plan (e.g., Should Harry carry out a plan that he knows 
with certainty will both reduce the risk of the group of eight dying from 25% 
to 0% and at the same time kill one bystander?; − 5: very confident Harry 
should not carry out the plan, to 5: very confident Harry should carry out the 
plan), and a second regarding how beneficial the action would be for the 
eight people (e.g., How beneficial is Harry’s plan for the eight people whose 
lives are in danger?; 0: not at all beneficial, to 10: extremely beneficial). 
Questions were presented in a randomized order. Two hundred twenty- 
five participants were recruited using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (165 
passed an attention check; because results do not significantly differ 
between full sample and those passing attention check, all participants 
were retained for analysis; 56.9% female, mean age = 32.4, SD = 10.7). 

5.4.2. Study 4b results 
In order for us to test whether perceived benefit mediates confidence 

in the morality of actions that carry a variy in benefit probabilty shift 
location, we first tested the significance of each individual path. The 
regression of probability shift location on confidence in action was not 
statistically significant (β = 0.07, t(223) = 1.08, p = .28). The non- 
significant effect observed here is consistent with Study 1 findings; 
however, we can still examine whether perceived benefit varies with 
saving probability shift location, and exerts an indirect effect on moral 
judgment. The regression of probability shift on perceived benefit was 
significant (β = 0.20, t(221) = 3.05, p < .01), as was the regression of 
perceived benefit on confidence in the morality of action (β = 0.28, t 
(221) = 4.32, p < .001). The standardized indirect effect was (0.20) 
(0.28) = 0.15. The significance of this indirect effect was tested using 
bootstrapping procedures: unstandardized indirect effects were 
computed for each of 10,000 bootstrapped samples, and the 95% con-
fidence interval was computed by determining the indirect effects at the 
2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. The bootstrapped unstandardized indirect 
effect partially mediated the relationship between probability shift and 
judgments of the action (mediated effect = 0.38, p = .001, 95% CI [0.12, 
0.73]; direct effect = 0.91, p = .023, 95% CI [0.12, 1.7]), suggesting that 
perceived benefit is sensitive to outcome probability shifts, and that 

Fig. 7. Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between harm 
probability shift and confidence in the morality of carrying out an action that 
raises the probability of four bystanders dying to save people as mediated by 
perceived harmfulness of the action for the four bystanders. The standardized 
regression coefficient between probability shift and confidence in the morality 
of action, controlling for perceived harmfulness, is in parentheses. 
***p < .001. 
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perceived benefit does relate to confidence in the morality of action, 
though not in a way that contributes to overall differences between the 
two versions of the scenario, see Fig. 8. 

5.4.3. Study 4b discussion 
Though perceived benefit does correlate with confidence in the 

morality of action more generally, and indirectly mediates a difference 
between moral judgments where the saving probability shift location 
differs between two otherwise identical moral dilemmas, we did not 
observe an overall sensitivity to saving probability location, consistent 
with Study 1 findings. 

5.5. Studies 4a-b discussion 

Participants differentiated more between probability shift locations 
for harm than for benefit: The effect size of saving probability shift 
location on perceived benefit (β = 0.20) was less than half of the effect 
size of harm probability shift location on perceived harm (β = 0.53). 
This greater differentiation for harm-related probability shift locations is 
consistent with a more general greater differentiation of negative events 
than positive events other researchers have observed (e.g., Guglielmo & 
Malle, 2019), and provides a mechanism for the sensitivity to location of 
harm probability shifts, but not location of saving probability shifts, 
observed in earlier studies. 

6. Study 5 

Thus far, we have observed that participants are sensitive to the 
location of changes in probability regarding harming, but not saving, 
individuals, and they are especially sensitive to changes that result in a 
high probability of harm. This differential sensitivity is inconsistent with 
other empirical research examining choices between monetary gambles, 
which has shown no difference in the curvature, or discriminability, of 
the probability weighting function for gains vs. losses (Abdellaoui, 2000; 
Fehr-Duda et al., 2006; Pachur & Kellen, 2013). To see whether this 
differential discriminability is unique to the moral domain, Study 5 
dicompared our moral scenarios to analgous monetary decisions. 
Additionally, to verify that our findings are not driven by a sensitivity to 
certain end-state (100% or 0%), we adapted the scenarios to involve 
shifts to (and from) 5% and 95%, rather than shifts to (and from) 
certainty. 

6.1. Study 5 material and methods 

We tested sensitivity to probability shifts from 5% to 50% and from 

50% to 95% for moral scenarios involving raising risk of harm to ten 
individuals in order to certainly save five individuals, moral scenarios 
involving certainly killing four individuals to reduce risk of harm to ten 
individuals, and monetary loss/gain scenarios written to be analogous to 
them. Here, for example, is the 5% to 50% loss probability shift mone-
tary scenario: 

Harry knows the following facts about his own investments. If he 
does nothing, he will certainly lose Investment A, a $5000 invest-
ment. He is also facing a 5% risk of losing Investment B, a $10,000 
investment. Harry can carry out a plan that will certainly recover 
Investment A. However, in carrying out the plan, Harry will increase 
the risk of losing Investment B from 5% to 50% 

Participants read one of eight scenarios (moral scenarios involving 
an increase of 5% to 50% or 50% to 95% increase in harm, monetary 
scenarios involving an increase of 5% to 50% or 50% to 95% increase in 
chance of loss, moral scenarios involving a decrease in harm from 50% 
to 5% or 95% to 50%, monetary scenarios involving a decrease in chance 
of loss from 50% to 5% or 95% to 50%, see Table 5. For monetary 
scenarios, participants were asked a question that paralleled the moral 
question, e.g., Should Harry carry out a plan that he knows with certainty 
will both save Investment A, a $5000 investment, and at the same time raise 
the risk of losing Investment B, a $10,000 investment, from 5% to 50%? (− 5: 
very confident Harry should not carry out the plan, to 5: very confident Harry 
should carry out the plan). Eight hundred nine participants were recruited 
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (709 passed an attention check; 
because results do not significantly differ between full sample and those 
passing attention check, all participants were retained for analysis; 
55.0% female, mean age = 35.3, SD = 12.0). 

6.2. Study 5 results 

We first separately examined sensitivity to location of harm and loss 
probability shifts for the moral and monetary scenarios, respectively. As 
in our earlier studies, we observed a sensitivity to location of harm 
probability shift in moral scenarios, t(202) = 3.08, p = .002, d = 0.43 
(moral 5%–50% harm mean = 0.71, SD = 3.01 moral 50%–95% harm 
mean = − 0.56, SD = 2.90). For analogous monetary scenarios, however, 
we did not observe sensitivity to location of loss probability shift, t(197) 

Fig. 8. Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between 
benefit probability shift and confidence in the morality of carrying out an action 
that kills one bystander to reduce the risk of eight people dying as mediated by 
how beneficial the action is perceived to be for the eight people. The stan-
dardized regression coefficient between probability shift and confidence in the 
morality of action, controlling for perceived benefit, is in parentheses. 
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 

Table 5 
Study 5 scenarios.  

Probability 
shift 

Scenarios Scenario 
Pairing 

EV ratio 
of action 

5% to 50% 
harm shift 

Increase probability of 10 people 
dying from 5% to 50% to save 5 
people 

Moral 1.11 

50% to 95% 
harm shift 

Increase probability of 10 people 
dying from 50% to 95% to save 5 
people 

Moral 1.11 

5% to 50% loss 
shift 

Increase probability of losing a 
$10,000 investment from 5% to 
50% to save a $5000 investment 

Monetary 1.11 

50% to 95% 
loss shift 

Increase probability of losing a 
$10,000 investment from 50% to 
95% to save a $5000 investment 

Monetary 1.11 

50% to 5% 
saving shift 

Kill 4 people to decrease probability 
of 10 people dying from 50% to 5% 

Moral 1.12 

95% to 50% 
saving shift 

Kill 4 people to decrease probability 
of 10 people dying from 95% to 
50% 

Moral 1.12 

50% to 5% gain 
shift 

Lose a $4000 investment to 
decrease the probability of losing a 
$10,000 investment from 50% to 
5% 

Monetary 1.12 

95% to 50% 
gain shift 

Lose a $4000 investment to 
decrease the probability of losing a 
$10,000 investment from 95% to 
50% 

Monetary 1.12  
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= 0.17, p = .87, d = 0.02 (monetary 5%–50% loss mean = 0.12, SD =
2.95, monetary 50%–95% loss mean = 0.051, SD = 2.77). A significant 
interaction of type of scenario (moral or monetary) and location of shift 
in harm/loss probability (5%–50% or 50%–95%), F(1, 399) = 4.34, p =
.038, η2 = 0.011, confirmed that sensitivity to probability shift location 
occured in the moral, but not the monetary, scenario, Fig. 9, top panel. 
There was no main effect of domain for the harm/loss scenarios, such 
that, overall, participants were equally willing to endorse the monetary 
action and moral action F(1, 399) = 0.003, p = .95, η2 < 0.001. (mean 
moral = 0.069, SD = 3.02, mean monetary = 0.085, SD = 2.83). There 
was a main effect of location of probability shift, F(1, 399) = 5.49, p =
.020, η2 = 0.013 (50%–95% shift mean = − 0.26, SD = 2.85; 5%–50% 
shift mean = 0.42, SD = 2.99), driven by the moral scenarios. 

Next we examined sensitivity to location of probability shift in saving 
(expressed as a reduction in risk of harm or loss) for the moral and 
monetary scenarios. As in our earlier studies, we did not observe a 
sensitivity to location of saving probability shift in moral scenarios, t 
(202) = 0.41, p = .68, d = 0.06 (moral 50%–5% save mean = − 0.54, SD 
= 3.30; moral 50–95% save mean = − 0.72, SD = 2.96). The same was 
true for our analogous monetary scenarios: There was a lack of sensi-
tivity to location of gain probability shift, t(200) = 0.61, p = .54, d =
0.09 (monetary 5%–50% gain mean = 1.04, SD = 2.51; monetary 
50–95% gain mean = 0.804, SD = 2.99). A nonsignificant interaction of 
domain (moral or monetary) and location of probability shift (5%–50% 
or 50%–95%), F(1, 402) = 0.0094, p = .92, η2 < 0.001, confirmed 
consistent insensitivity to probability shift location across monetary 
gains and moral saving, see Fig. 9, bottom panel. Additionally, there was 

a main effect of domain for the save/gain scenarios, such that partici-
pants were more willing to endorse the monetary action than the moral 
action, F(1, 402) = 28.0, p < .001, η2 = 0.065. (mean moral = − 0.63, SD 
= 3.12; mean monetary = 0.92, SD = 2.76). There was no main effect of 
location of probability shift for these scenarios, F(1, 402) = 0.50, p =
.48, η2 = 0.001 (50–95% shift mean = 0.04, SD = 3.06; 5–50% shift 
mean = 0.24, SD = 3.03). 

6.3. Study 5 discussion 

Our repeated finding of increased sensitivity to changes in proba-
bility that are closer to 100% for negative outcomes in moral scenarios 
appears not to apply to monetary scenarios. There seems to be some-
thing special about moral dilemmas in this respect. Moreover, we 
replicated the moral harm pattern of results using shifts in probability 
that did not include 0% or 100%, which, along with the results of Study 
1, show that it is not just the endpoints (certain harm, in particular) 
driving our results. We continue to observe insensitivity to probability 
shifts affecting positive outcomes in moral scenarios, and we also found 
this for monetary scenarios. 

Our finding that there was not greater sensitivity to changes in high 
(rather than low) probability of monetary gains appears to be at odds 
with recent findings of Lewis and Simmons (2020). These authors re-
ported that, for example, participants were willing to pay more to in-
crease the probability of winning a prize from 80% to 89% than to 
increase the probability of winning from 11% to 20%, which could 
indicate greater sensitivity to change in probability closer 100%. Even 
when those authors examined scenarios involving avoiding losses – 
which is more similar to our “gain” scenarios – they still found that 
participants were willing to pay more for changes to high, rather than 
low, probabilities. It is difficult to know why they find different results, 
since there are many differences between their materials and procedures 
and ours (e.g., they ask for willingness to pay, whereas we ask about 
confidence in carrying out plans; their scenarios are first person, 
whereas ours are third person). Perhaps most revealing is that Lewis and 
Simmons provide evidence that differential sensitivity is not driving 
their effect, which is instead due to the greater appeal of the higher 
endpoint (e.g., 89% probability of winning) compared to the lower 
endpoint (e.g., 20% probability of winning; see their Study 7), sug-
gesting that our studies are tapping into different processes. Further 
research is required to sort out how the different task characteristics lead 
to different results. 

7. General discussion 

Our results suggest that participants are sensitive not only to ex-
pected value and probability in moral dilemmas, but also to where the 
shift in probability occurs, at least for increases of risk to bystanders. 
Study 1 showed that participants are sensitive to where shifts in the 
probability of harm to a group of bystanders occur, but not to where 
shifts in the probability of saving a group occur. Study 2 found that 
participants are sensitive to end-state probability, rather than to the size 
of the shift or start-state probability, for shifts in probability of harm to 
bystanders. Study 3a explored whether participants would endorse such 
a position upon reflection, under simultaneous evaluation, and found 
that participants prefer plans that raise the probability of harm to a 
group of four bystanders from 0% to 85% over plans that raise the 
probability of harm from 85% to 100% for a different group of four 
bystanders, in order to save two people. In Study 3b, we found that 
participants continued being indifferent between locations of shifts in 
probability of saving a group under simultaneous evaluation. Study 4a 
identified perceived harm as a mechanism behind divergent moral 
judgments for actions that cause mathematically equivalent harm 
probability shifts occurring at different parts of the probability distri-
bution. Study 4b found that, though saving probability shifts are 
perceived as differentially beneficial, differences in perceived benefit 

Fig. 9. Confidence in action for plans that increase the chances of harming ten 
bystanders in order to save five individuals, and that increase the chances of 
losing a $10,000 investment in order to save a $5000 investment (a). Confi-
dence in action for plans that kill four bystanders in order to reduce the risk of 
ten individuals dying, and that lose a $4000 investment in order to reduce the 
risk of losing a $10,000 investment (b). Error bars represent one standard error. 
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between probability shifts do not result in divergent moral judgments. 
Study 5 identified that the observed pattern of sensitivity to location of 
shift in harm (or loss) probability applies to moral, but not monetary, 
decisions. 

In general, the results from these studies show that participants are 
strongly sensitive to the location of probability shifts for harm, that lo-
cations of probability shifts matter in ways that can make participants 
indifferent between probability shifts of different sizes, and even that 
participants prefer a larger size of increase of the probability of people 
dying just because the increase occurs in the preferable location. Thus, 
the location isn’t merely a “tie-breaker” for participants but rather plays 
a substantial role in their decision-making process. 

These phenomena make it difficult to render folk moral judgments 
consistent with the traditional consequentialist framework which takes 
expected value to be the single currency for moral permissibility and 
obligation. At the same time, the traditional tools of the deontologist, 
which presuppose the existence of moral constraints on certain harming, 
do not capture this phenomenon without further elaboration. We thus 
need a more nuanced way to describe the normative principle that can 
explain why participants reason in this way. We believe that one 
promising strategy is to develop more fine-grained deontological con-
straints that concern moral decision-making under uncertainty. Such a 
strategy would need to, for example, explicate the force of deontological 
constraints in terms of the location of probability shifts. For example, it 
may be that the right against raising a person’s risk of death to 100% is 
more stringent than the right against raising a person’s risk of death to 
50%, even when the probability shift in the latter case is greater. We are 
optimistic that this kind of framework can be worked out, but a complete 
defense has to be left for another occasion. 

We also see a general harm/benefit asymmetry in sensitivity to lo-
cations of probability shifts. This pattern of asymmetry adds further 
support to the claim that participants are sensitive to probability shifts in 
harm in a more fine-grained way than they are to probability shifts in 
benefit. However, the finding that there is no significant variation ac-
cording to the locations of probability shifts on the benefit side is sur-
prising to us, potentially suggesting a deeper harm/benefit asymmetry 
than first appears plausible. We speculate that participants believe, or 
act in ways that are properly explained by the belief, that people have a 
right or claim not to be harmed, but no right or claim to be benefited. 
Whether there is explicit additional evidence for this hypothesis is a 
matter worthy of further investigation. 

Future research could examine the extent to which the location of 
probability shifts affects moral psychology beyond decision-making 
(Bartels et al., 2015), such as actual moral behavior (e.g., Bostyn, Sev-
enhant, & Roets, 2018), the relation between moral behaviors (i.e., 
moral consistency and moral licensing; see Mullen & Monin, 2016), and 
the relation between moral principles and behavior (e.g., moral hy-
pocrisy; see Monin & Merritt, 2012). For example, given recent research 
suggesting that moral judgments may not be predictive of moral action 
(e.g., Bostyn et al., 2018), it is of interest whether our findings predict 
moral action. Similarly, because the relation between moral behaviors 
has been studied only in the context of certain outcomes, the extent to 
which the location of probability shifts can affect moral licensing and 
consistency effects could be explored. Finally, consistent with the 
challenge of reconciling traditional philosophical views with the 
observed sensitivity to the location of harm probability shifts, further 
research is needed to understand folk theories of how behavior and 
moral principles are reconciled (e.g. moral hypocrisy) for actions that 
involve shifts in probabilities of harm. 

The more practical applications of the observed pattern of sensitivity 
to locations of probability shifts can be seen, for example, in the design 
of autonomous vehicles. Autonomous vehicles all face “decisions” under 
uncertainty; it is therefore worth examining how complicated the 
probabilistic computing would need to be, if we want these vehicles to 
make decisions consistent with folk moral psychology. Our results show 
that the computation has to involve at least two distinct probability 

estimates: an estimate of initial (or final) probabilities of various out-
comes and an estimate of the size of probability shifts. That is, it is not 
enough for autonomous vehicles to simply calculate how much change in 
the probability of harming people would be involved in alternative 
courses of action. One implication of the finding that participants care 
more about end-state harm probabilities than sizes of shifts is that initial 
probability levels are largely irrelevant to the endorsement of action in 
moral dilemmas. Such findings help inform where resources should be 
directed in the design of detectors in autonomous vehicles that will serve 
as inputs for ethical decisions these vehicles will be programmed to 
make: when facing a decision as to whether autonomous vehicle car-
rying passengers should be redirected into a pedestrian to avoid a fatal 
collision, that pedestrian’s initial probability of harm arising from this 
collision (e.g., whether inaction would lead to a 25% chance or 75% 
chance of them dying) is less relevant than the end-state probability of 
harm to the pedestrian the redirection would cause. 

An additional implication regards theories of decision-making under 
risk and, in particular, people’s sensitivity to changes in probability. 
Previous empirical work (Abdellaoui, 2000; Fehr-Duda et al., 2006; 
Pachur & Kellen, 2013; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992), using choices 
between monetary gambles as data, has found that sensitivity to changes 
in probability (discriminability) is virtually the same for positive and 
negative outcomes (i.e., gains and losses). While we also found this for 
our monetary scenarios in Study 5, we found very different sensitivity to 
location of changes in probability of harm than for changes in proba-
bility of saving in all of our moral scenarios. Looking at only negative 
outcomes, we found greater sensitivity to probability shift location for 
moral scenarios than for monetary scenarios. Thus, reaction to changes 
in probability for negative moral outcomes seems different not only from 
reactions to positive moral outcomes, but from negative monetary out-
comes as well. Because monetary gambles are the fruit fly of decision- 
making research, it is of considerable interest that people treat uncer-
tainty differently in our moral scenarios. Using only choices between 
monetary gambles to inform models of decision-making under risk may 
thus limit the scope of the models (see also Müller-Trede, Sher, & 
McKenzie, 2018). 

Recent research by Evers and Imas (2019) suggests that, when out-
comes are similar, they are bracketed into a single mental account, and 
when different, they are not. Monetary gains and losses can function as 
inputs in calculations related to a single mental account, or can be 
treated as belonging to different mental accounts. While we did not 
directly test whether differences between how lives and money are 
bracketed contributed to our results, our observed results cannot be 
explained by a simple difference in bracketing. We observed insensi-
tivity to location of probability shift for monetary gains, monetary los-
ses, and lives saved, but not lives lost. If a main effect of how lives and 
money are bracketed underpinned our results, we would have observed 
parallel patterns of results for moral gains and moral losses. Further-
more, studies of moral decisions with probabilistic outcomes, such as the 
Asian Disease Problem, find results similar to studies that use probabi-
listic monetary outcomes (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). It is possible 
that the imposition of harm on bystanders is less easily bracketed than 
the reduction in risk of harm, but further research is needed to deter-
mine whether bracketing contributes in this nuanced way to the 
observed differences in moral and monetary decision making. 

Finally, separate and simultaneous evaluations differed in our 
studies. Like others who have advocated for simultaneous evaluations to 
be taken more seriously, since they indicate participants’ considered 
preferences under reflection (Barak-Corren et al., 2018), we find moral 
judgment under separate and simultaneous evaluation to diverge, call-
ing into question the common method both in philosophy and in psy-
chology to simply test for moral permissibility by appealing to intuitions 
about single cases. However, we do not find judgments under simulta-
neous evaluation to be more clearly defensible, though we can say that 
simultaneous evaluation judgments of actions involving shifts in harm 
or saving deviate further from expected value calculation than separate 
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evaluations for some actions. A complete moral theory would benefit 
from further comparison across both kinds of evaluation to come to an 
eventual moral verdict. This, again, has crucial implications for 
designing autonomous vehicles. In order to be consistent with folk moral 
psychology, the relevant moral principles would be nuanced in a way 
that reflects whether the vehicle is facing a single alternative course of 
action to a collision, or multiple options, in addition to the end-state 
probability for each outcome. More broadly, such research informs 
decision-making in complicated real-life cases in which there are mul-
tiple actions that might be taken, each matched with a variety of 
probabilities regarding outcomes. 

7.1. Conclusions 

The results of seven studies suggest that participants are sensitive not 
only to the expected value of actions that harm some in order to benefit 
others, but also to the end-state probability of harm that would result 
from an action that harms some to benefit others. Perceived harm is 
identified as a mechanism contributing to the divergence in moral 
judgments of actions that cause mathematically equivalent harm prob-
ability shifts, but result in different end-states. Sensitivity to end-state 
probability appears to be unique to shifts in probability of harm, not 
to shifts in probability of benefit, and does not occur for analogous 
monetary decisions. Results suggest that folk moral judgments fit neither 
traditional consequentialist frameworks, nor traditional deontological 
frameworks, and have implications for applied ethics. 

Disclosure statement 

For all experiments, we have reported all measures, conditions, and 
data exclusions. Sample sizes were determined such that all conditions 
would have samples consistent with prior literature on probability shifts 
in moral dilemmas (e.g., Ryazanov et al., 2018). 

Appendix A. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.cognition.2020.104548. 
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